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Maybe one colour post it for each question?
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Core elements to the grant evaluation process Optional elements to the grant evaluation processBreak out room 3 - instructions

Pick one speaker and one person to scribe. 

In groups discuss your RFOs grant evaluation process. 

Using the material you prepared before the session, discuss

the similarities & differences in your processes. 

Then, using the "core steps (yellow) and the optional steps

(orange), make a diagram to represent your discussed flow

diagram. 

Try to limit the total steps in the process to 12 steps. You can

add comments in sticky notes, where needed.

The aim of the workshop is to make on overall process flow

diagram that we can use to map the gender equality

measures we have implemented. We will do this in the

workshop on day two. 

add text here

Panel can rank/

Agency ranks

based on sub-

criteria

Pool of reviewers

(postal), reviewer

fatigue

Different models

sometimes used in

one organisation

Who appoints the

PAnel?  

Standing panel reviewers

How to approach greater

diversity on the panels.

Reviewer fatigure,, more

limited pools. Currently

mostly binary

Pool of reviewers for panel

HRB: panel makes the

final funding dec., not

internally in HRB

Individual reviewers

(neviers sected for

the proposal

Physical situation

of meeting,

briefing o fPanel .

Power of speakers

How do we

rank?

National vs

international

panel

Personal

opinions may

creep in.

Who appoints the

PAnel?  

Semi- structured

interview - not

free form

Shortlisting -

who does

this

Hearings by

a Committee

TRaining of

reviewers and

Panel members.

Remotely/in

person/videos

etc
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Core elements to the grant evaluation process Optional elements to the grant evaluation process

Break out room 1 - instructions

Pick one speaker and one person to scribe. 

In groups discuss your RFOs grant evaluation

process. 

Using the material you prepared before the

session, discuss the similarities & differences

in your processes. 

Then, using the "core steps (yellow) and the

optional steps (orange), make a diagram to

represent your discussed flow diagram. 

Try to limit the total steps in the process to 12

steps. You can add comments in sticky notes,

where needed.

The aim of the workshop is to make on overall

process flow diagram that we can use to map

the gender equality measures we have

implemented. We will do this in the workshop

on day two. 

add text here

You can type notes

from your discussion

in sticky notes

You can duplicate any

element  by right

clicking & selecting

"duplicate"

You can delete any

element by right

clicking & selecting

delete

Drag or copy

elements down to

the whiteboard

below.

E. Decision

Note: sometimes decision is (not) to

fund, no score or rank

D. Assessment

Typically a two stage

process - remote and

panel

This is a title...This is a title...

Panel assessment

Pre-application

Interviews

Note: is chair a funder rep or an

expert?

C. Applications

Grant / Reject: steering group decision

Note: not always interviews,

sometimes video pitch

Note: gender blindness !

Gender

Training
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Core elements to the grant evaluation process Optional elements to the grant evaluation process

Ethics boards and

committees

Deal with complaints

and discrimination

that may affect the

funding decision

You can duplicate any

element  by right

clicking & selecting

"duplicate"

You can delete any

element by right

clicking & selecting

delete

Drag or copy

elements down to

the whiteboard

below.

Equality analysis for new

programmes and policy -

in line with the UK Public

Sector Equality Duty, not

extensive

Language and

messaging audit in call

documents to ensure

calls do not exhibit

gender bias

Consultation with

research and

innovation community

Steering board

recruitment and/or

commission

Who we communicate to

- engaging with under-

represented groups

(before and after launch)

e.g. at universities

Developing quotas,

measures and policies

for programme/call

 Writing the questions

and defining the

evaluation criteria

Eligibility checks -

internal

How we communicate

- newsletter, website

Senior level

engagement or

'heads up'

Scope checks 

Checking of gender

and sex dimension

Accessibility and

additional support

Timing

Consortium building and

events

Format of applications

Expert assessors

Peer review

Training reviewers

Recruitment of

reviewers and

assessors - ensuring

diversity in this pool

What is being assessed?

E.g. individuals, quality of

proposals, criteria and

indicators being

assessed
Number of relevant

publications in the last

3 years
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Breakout room 1:  Bias

Most use two

stage assessment,

some have a pre-

application

Final des. panel

vs internal

Blinding

application

Steering group

des. Fund/ do

not fund

Equality

analysis

Format, lang,

messaging

Consultation owith

the research

community

Steering Board

throughout the

process

Who do we reach

out to? Chanels?

Consortium

building events

Eligibility & scope

checks, Sex and

gender check

Role of an ethics

board &

committee

Standing vs pool

of reviewers

Panel ranks vs

automatic

ranking

Semi-structureed

interviews vs free

form interviews

Who does the

funding desc. -

internal vs

external

Diversity of the

panel

Who appoints

the Panel,

How are they

trained, 

Briefing the

Panel, seating

arrangements,

time

speaking/Power

Instructions

 Pick a scribe to document the 

conversation in sticky notes.

Discuss the GE measures your RFO

has implemented and place them

on the process flow diagram (left

lower section), discuss the benefits

and caveats of these measures and

note these on the sticky notes

(pink).

If there are not a lot of examples of

implemented measures you can

discuss what potential measures

could be implemented and their

potential benefits and caveats on

purple sticky notes.

Use pink sticky

notes for

measures you

have implemented

Use purple sticky

notes for potential

new measures

Use blue sticky

notes for

additional notes

Language reviewed

for linguistic bias

Weighting pro-

equality (tie breaker)

Limited number of

applicants of one sex

allowed per host

institutions

Encouragement

language 

1/3 of RFOs uses this

measure

Also for other

underrepresented

groups

"Excellence" language

in written evaluations

"Excellence" language

in written applications

Watch video on bias

prior to the evaluation

Balance the review

panels for gender

(40%)

Gender equality in

decision making in

host organizations

GEPs in host

organizations

GEPs in host

organizations

Balanced teams

(applications)

Scoring cannot be

changed in the

ranking phase

Images used in call

documents and on

website

Case studies with

women led teams

Observer / staff

member present to

discuss / point out

bias

GRANTED project

Monitor for GE during

the project phase

Gender equality in

decision making in

host organizations

Ditching the pitch?

Anti-bias

training for

managers of

teams as

multiplicators
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FORGEN: Grant evaulation process flow diagram

Breakout room 2:  Sex and Gender 

Most use two

stage assessment,

some have a pre-

application

Final des. panel

vs internal

Blinding

application

Steering group

des. Fund/ do

not fund

Equality

analysis

Format, lang,

messaging

Consultation owith

the research

community

Steering Board

throughout the

process

Who do we reach

out to? Chanels?

Consortium

building events

Eligibility & scope

checks, Sex and

gender check

Role of an ethics

board &

committee

Standing vs pool

of reviewers

Panel ranks vs

automatic

ranking

Semi-structureed

interviews vs free

form interviews

Who does the

funding desc. -

internal vs

external

Diversity of the

panel

Who appoints

the Panel,

How are they

trained, 

Briefing the

Panel, seating

arrangements,

time speaking/

Power

Instructions
Sophia, Vinnova chairs

Pick a scribe to document the

conversation in sticky notes.

Discuss the GE measures your RFO

has implemented and place them

on the process flow diagram (left

lower section), discuss the benefits

and caveats of these measures and

note these on the sticky notes

(orange).

If there are not a lot of examples of

implemented measures you can

discuss what potential measures

could be implemented and their

potential benefits and caveats on

purple sticky notes.

EPA awaiting outcome

of this group to

implement new

measures

Use blue sticky

notes for additional

notes

SFI Implemented new S&GD

question. Vinnova same as

aboce, but programme manager

ill decide if the S&GQ will be

used for assessment. EPA have

mandatory Yes/No, but only ask

for details if providing yes.

Vinnova has produced

documentation / guidance

on the potential impact of

the S&GD question in

relation to different strategic

research area.

When a new programme

is in development the

programme manager will

explore and define the

S&GD to that area

EPA - include S&GD in

guidance call

documents

EPA use information in

application to inform

the second stage of

their evaluation

process

Vinnova has website

to provide information

on gender equality

related to innovation

Vinnova has pool of experts

that have expertise in

gender equality, at least one

must have this. Also have

training for evaluators.

Vinnova has entire programme

on intersectional approach to

innovation, so majority of

projects work with S&GD

throughout whole project,

strategic initiative that they have.

Vinnova - depends on

programme

 Analysing yes/no

responses to see gaps,

develop action plans in

all the programmes.

This is ongoing

Vinnova - Working with missions (e.g.

plastic free oceans), so this is

another approach to societal

challenges. Gather all the

stakeholders in this area and

analyse/evaluate all the S&GD issues

in these areas. Another process to

help devise calls

Vinnova working with Swedish

Gender Equality Agency, using a

mission orientated approach to

with stakeholders to identify

relevant S&GD that we need to

develop in order to reach

gender equality

Monitor inclusion of S&GD in

publications. SFI monitor

research outputs annually,

this could be included. Also

include keywords to identify

S&GD inclusion in publication

Make sure that you

check that budget is

available for S&G

dissagregation (during

budget checks)

Gender relevance

test (GIA) of

individual calls at

UBA early-on (pre-

call/design phase)

Gender relevance

monitoring of call-

ideas by gender

mainstreaming

officer (UBA)
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Breakout room 3:  Culture & leadership

Most use two

stage assessment,

some have a pre-

application

Final des. panel

vs internal

Blinding

application Steering group

des. Fund/ do

not fund

Equality

analysis

Format, lang,

messaging

Consultation owith

the research

community

Steering Board

throughout the

process

Who do we reach

out to? Chanels?

Consortium

building events

Eligibility & scope

checks, Sex and

gender check

Role of an ethics

board &

committee

Standing vs pool

of reviewers

Panel ranks vs

automatic

ranking

Semi-structureed

interviews vs free

form interviews

Who does the

funding desc. -

internal vs

external

Diversity of the

panel

Who appoints

the Panel,

How are they

trained, 

Briefing the

Panel, seating

arrangements,

time speaking/

Power

Instructions

Pick a scribe to document the 

conversation in sticky notes.

Discuss the GE measures your RFO

has implemented and place them

on the process flow diagram (left

lower section), discuss the benefits

and caveats of these measures and

note these on the sticky notes

(yellow).

If there are not a lot of examples of

implemented measures you can

discuss what potential measures

could be implemented and their

potential benefits and caveats on

purple sticky notes.

Use purple sticky

notes for potential

new measures

Use blue sticky

notes for additional

notes

Use yellow sticky

notes for measures

you have

implemented

Corporate objecties

on EDI

Funding programmes

to looking at culture

and development of

project team

Adapted assessment

criteria to incorporate

measures to identify

good culture around

EDI

Greater focus on

project team and

collaboration - not just

the individual

Larger, single Awards

are more difficult -

needs to be a greater

effort to promote the

opportunity better

Targeted

interventions - focus

on individual and

leaders

Ownership of your own

research at early stage

in your career -

encouraging self-

promotion

Reviewing language

and any gender bias in

messaging of calls -

from website, to

application etc

Language can be a

challenge when

reducing bias in the

application form

Requirement of

Athena Swan

certification for

eligibility of funding

Collaboration between

multiple funders on a

specific approach e.g.

Irish funders on Athena

Swan certification

'Stick' approach - to

raise gender equality,

diversity and inclusion

on the collective

agenda

New policies in

bullying and

harrassment 

External audit or

review of strategies

Questions in

application to nudge

researchers/innovators

to consider gender

equality / EDI

Considering how we

can assess the

responses to 'nudges'

in the application forms

Toolkits or support for

applicants

National leadership

engagement is key to

EDI movement and

implementation

behaviourally anchor

rating scales

Problem of

monitoring and

evaluating

culture and

qualitative data

foster change in

research culture by

changing culture of

fundig -->

stakeholders?

Asses your own

institutions culture with

regard to gender equality,

including research

funding strategy
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Breakout room 4:  Intersectionality

Most use two

stage assessment,

some have a pre-

application

Final des. panel

vs internal

Blinding

application

Steering group

des. Fund/ do

not fund

Equality

analysis

Format, lang,

messaging

Consultation owith

the research

community

Steering Board

throughout the

process

Who do we reach

out to? Chanels?

Consortium

building events

Eligibility & scope

checks, Sex and

gender check

Role of an ethics

board &

committee

Standing vs pool

of reviewers

Panel ranks vs

automatic

ranking

Semi-structureed

interviews vs free

form interviews

Who does the

funding desc. -

internal vs

external

Diversity of the

panel

Who appoints

the Panel,

How are they

trained, 

Briefing the

Panel, seating

arrangements,

time speaking/

Power

Instructions

Pick a scribe to document the

conversation in sticky notes.

Discuss the GE measures your RFO

has implemented and place them

on the process flow diagram (left

lower section), discuss the benefits

and caveats of these measures and

note these on the sticky notes

(green).

If there are not a lot of examples of

implemented measures you can

discuss what potential measures

could be implemented and their

potential benefits and caveats on

purple sticky notes.

Use purple sticky

notes for potential

new measures

Use blue sticky

notes for additional

notes

Use green sticky

notes for measures

you have

implemented

Gender (incl.

3rd gender

in Germany,

Malta etc.)

Class (esp.

stuident

level)

Ethnicity

(ethnic

groups in i.e.

South Africa)

Locality/rural

universities

Age limit

(might be

discriminatory)

Lack of data on

intersectionality

(some data cannot

or is not be

collected; privacy

protection)

IIntersectionality

or diversity in

the workplace?

Country context

matters (Ireland,

Germany vs.

South Africa i.e.)

Diverse, fully

inclusive science

system is more

productive (how to

build the next

generation of

researchers?)

Representative

system

wanted

Advancinng

equality,

diversity and

inclusion

Anti-bias

training

importnat

 Science Council 

Projekt on 

Intersectionality: 

Systemic 

literature review

Initiative "native

scientists" for

children to support

STEM disciplines in

heritage language

(positive action)

Surveys might

resolve some

data gaps

(volunteer

data)

Languages

Discussions/self-

reflection on -

isms (i.e.

racisms)

differentlx

advanced

Black llives matters

movement

supported, but

conversations as

home rather "blind"

Issue of

targets: age,

race,

citizenship &

gender targets

Open question on

how to deal with

exclusionary,

biased education

system?

Disabilty

Citizenship

Dimensions

Open

questions

Stepping

stones

Measures

Goals

Gender &

disability the

most

institutionalized

in EU context

Legal

requirements

(for gender &

disability)

Analysis of

discrimination

in unwritten

rules

Funding

programm on

research on

racism (idea)

Grants to

universities to

enable Western/

non-Western

Researcher

collaboration

Race

Gender &

race most

paid attention

to in South

Africa

Sexual

orientation &

gender

identity

(LGBTIQ)
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FORGEN: Grant evaulation process flow diagram

Final decision.

panel vs

internal

Blinding

application

Steering group

decision. Fund/

do not fund

Equality

analysis

Format,

language,

messaging

Consultation with

the research

community

Consortium

building

events

Eligibility & scope

checks, Sex and

gender check

Role of an

ethics board &

committee

Standing vs

pool of

reviewers

Semi-structured

interviews vs free

form interviews

Diversity of

the panel

Who appoints

the Panel,

How are they

trained, 

Interviews
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